Brooklyn Grange invites you to share in a wonderfully unique event experience at our Brooklyn Navy Yard rooftop farm during our growing season. Surrounded by vibrant vegetables and flowers, fresh breezes overlooking the city skyline and East River, and in partnership with the additional vendor partners of your choice, our Events team looks forward to helping you make this a one-of-a-kind wedding experience that neither you nor your guests will forget!

**WEDDING CEREMONY + RECEPTION PRICING**

Up to 60 people: $8,500 | 61–150 people: $10,000

Couples and their guests have up to five hours onsite (i.e. photos, wedding ceremony, cocktails, reception dinner, and dancing). Site rental also includes five complimentary hours for vendor setup prior to the event and two complimentary hours for breakdown/load-out after the event ends (totaling 12 hours).

Events may start at any time during the day. All events must end by midnight.

+ ADDITIONAL TIME:
  Extend your event: $1,000/hour.
  Extend your setup and/or load-out window: $500/hour.

+ PRIVATE SUITE
  Our plant-filled loft space with private restroom, located one floor below the farm (lovingly nicknamed the “Root Cellar”) can be used as a Private Suite or onsite storage during your event. Access to the Root Cellar begins one hour prior to rooftop guest arrival. $500.

+ EXTRAS:
  Add takeaway favors! See details on the next page.

Food/beverage service, serving staff, and furniture rental will be contracted directly with a third-party vendor. While you’re welcome to work with the caterer of your choice, we strongly encourage you to make use of our recommendations who are familiar with Brooklyn Grange policies and have a proven track record of navigating the particular ins and outs of working successfully on our rooftop farms. See our Preferred Vendor list for our picks! (Engaging a caterer outside of our list will add a $1,000 buyout fee.)

*Available any day of the week, from mid-May through Mid-October*

To reserve a date, we require an executed contract and 50% deposit of the rental fee. The remaining balance and any additional incidental charges (Root Cellar suite, farm take-away favors, event time extensions etc.) are due in full 60 days before the event.
BROOKLYN GRANGE TOURS AND TAKEAWAYS
– Add a little something extra to your private event! –

FARM TOURS: Give your guests the opportunity to explore the rooftop, learn about the history of the farm as an agricultural and green infrastructure organization, and ask questions of our expert tour guides. Multiple tour groups can be run concurrently to accommodate larger guest counts. Choose the format that best fits your event:

+ **“Mini Tours”** 20-25min per tour: $250 per guide per hour
  Give your guests a deeper connection to space! Incorporate informal waves of brief walking tours around the farm, ideal during a cocktail hour.

+ **“Standard Tour”** 60min: $250 per tour
  Our flagship tour, perfect for curious community members, tourists, college and graduate level student groups, and/or enthusiastic green thumbs!

+ **“Founder’s Tour”** 75min: $400
  Led by one of the cofounders of Brooklyn Grange, gain firsthand knowledge of the behind-the-scenes experience of building the world’s largest soil-based rooftop farm!

CENTERPIECES: $35ea
Seasonal flowers: grown on our roof, harvested at their peak, and arranged in a mason jar.

TOTE BAG: $12ea
Generously-sized organic cotton canvas tote with screen printed Brooklyn Grange motif.

HOUSE-MADE HOT SAUCE:
A crowd-pleaser, made from peppers and herbs grown on our very own rooftop farms! Your choice of flavor: RED (classic hot sauce - slightly sweet, round flavor, with an unexpected fiery finish) or GREEN (tangy herb blend - smoky and citrusy, medium-hot. Great for fish tacos and vinegary barbecue).

+ **2oz “mini” bottle:** $5ea (red or green)
+ **Boxed Duo** $12ea (red mini and green mini in a gift box)
+ **5oz bottle:** $8ea (red or green)

BROOKLYN GRANGE HAT: $15ea
Show your support and keep the sun out of your eyes (in the field or around town) in one of our Brooklyn Grange baseball caps. Navy with white logo. Choose organic cotton canvas cap or mesh trucker hat.

T-SHIRT: Adult tee $18ea | Kid’s tee $15ea | Baby onesie $15ea: $15ea
Be one of the crew! Incredibly soft, sustainable 100% cotton tee.

HARDCOVER BOOK: “THE FARM ON THE ROOF” $27ea - *Can be signed by the author upon request.*
The team behind Brooklyn Grange tells the story of how their “family” made their dream a reality, including valuable lessons about finding the right partners, seeking funding, expanding, and identifying potential sources of revenue without compromising their core values. Filled with colorful anecdotes about the ups and downs of farming in the middle of NYC, this story is not just about rooftop farming; it’s about utilizing whatever resources you have to turn your backyard idea into a sky-high success.

FARMSTAND BUYOUT: Starts at $2,500
A beautiful display of farm-fresh produce! Our farmers will harvest and display the best of the season. Guests can take 3-5 items from bunches of kale to boxes of peppers, crisp cucumbers to vibrant flowers. Farmstand contents will always offer multiple crops. Selection varies throughout the growing season.